
 Group size: 1+ 

 Destination: Nepal  Fitness level: Easy.  

 Arrival on: Tribhuvan International 
Airport (TIA) 

 Departure 
from: 

Tribhuwan International 
Airport (TIA)   

 Best 
Season: 

All year Round 
  

Trip Introduction 
EBC Heli Tour – Those individuals who need to see top of the world yet they don’t have 
sufficient time or they can’t stroll to Everest Base Camp so the EBC Heli Tour is absolute 
best for them. The Everest helicopter visit is a standout amongst the most famous heli visit 
in Himalaya scope of Nepal, likewise having the morning meal on the highest point of the 
World spot. Arranged on an elevation of 12,500 feet from the ocean level. The flight takes 
off from Kathmandu promptly in the first part of the day at about 07:00 in morning. 

Subsequent to flying 40 mins will arrive in Lukla Airport for Fueling at that point fly to 
Syangboche Everest View inn . The point from where a stupendous perspective on the Mt. 
Everest can be seen. In the wake of eating , unwind and take a few photos of the mountain 
we will begin our visit to Everest Himalaya Rang. You will be intently sees the Mt 
Everest,(Tallest peak of the world) Mt Pumori, Amadblama, Nuptse, Lotse and so on. After 
Magnificent perspectives on Himalaya at that point went back to Kathmandu. Our Tour 
Riding Helicopter to Everest Base camp will be 3, 4 hour. After arrived to Kathmandu air 
terminal we will transfer to your lodging. This helicopter visit to Everest will be an out of the 
best experience that you will love until the end of time. For more info, CONTACT US 

Outline Itinenary 

• 01 :Buddha air or Yeti air 

Morning: 06 am We will take you from hotel to Domestic airport for Helicopter flight by 
private vehicle Morning: 07:00 Take off Helicopter from Tribhuvan International Airport and 
landed to Lukla. (7: 30 am) Stop for a while and Pilot store the fuel. Morning: 08:00 Fly from 
Lukla to Everest Base camp (5365m) 08:15 am land about 15 minutes for photo session 
and explore the mountain peaks in Everest Base Camp, then continue to Kalapathar landed 
on 08:35 am for photo season also to see the Mt Everest from Very near Morning: 08: 45 fly 
from Kalapathar to Khumjung Everest View Hotel have a breakfast and rest for while then 
Continue fly back to Kathmandu Morning: 10: 45 am Arrive at Kathmandu and transfer to 
hotel 

Notes: 

https://www.snowydreamworld.com/trip/ebc-heli-tour/
https://www.snowydreamworld.com/contact-us/


•  All above trekking hours and distances are approximate and it’s absolutely for general 
ideas only. 

• The above data is a guide and standard layout of what we give. Our trek can be customized 
at your request to suit your particular necessities 

• Your safety is our supreme concern while engaging with Snowy Dream World. Please note 
that your leader has the authority to adjust or cancel any part of the itinerary if it is 
estimated required due to safety issues. Every determination will be made to keep to the 
above itinerary; though, since this journey involves travelling in remote mountainous areas, 
we cannot assurance that we will not suffer from it. Weather conditions, health condition, 
unexpected natural disasters can all affect in the itinerary. The leader will try to ensure that 
the trip runs according to plan, but please be prepared for the happening if required. 

 


